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Logos

Qt is about powerful 
blocks of code that run 
anywhere on any device, 
on any operating system 
at any time. We built a 
visual system that reflects 
the same principles – a 
system that is based on 
one simple block that can 
conveniently be expanded 
into various layouts in a 
wide range of formats. The 
logo is the heart of Qt’s 
visual system.

There are individual logos 
for the Qt brand as a 
product and for The Qt 
Company. Built with Qt 
logo is used to showcase 
and present devices and 
services using Qt.

It is not allowed to alter in 
any way the proportions, 
shape, colors or fonts of 
the Built with Qt logo.

Built with Qt logos

R=65 G=205 B=82
PANTONE 802 C / PANTONE 902 U
#41cd52

Note that we only have a Pantone color for printing 
the Built with Qt green logo version. Printing the 
green logo in CMYK is restricted because our green 
is a neon color so CMYK color space won’t be able to 
produce the same result. White and black versions are 
allowed to be printed in CMYK.



Dimensions
for stickers

A. Portrait logo
Use minimum height

B. Landscape logo
Use minimum width

Select the logo version and size 
depending on the use case. 
Please follow the isolation zone 
guides provided on the next 
page.

A. B.

Large portrait
width:  28 mm
height:  30 mm

Large landscape
width:  70 mm
height:  17 mm

Small portrait
width:  9 mm
height:  10 mm

Small landscape
width:  20 mm
height:  5 mm



Isolation zone

The isolation zone is the 
space around the logo. It is 
important that no images/
text/borders or margins 
are placed within the 
isolation zone.



Label size 27mm (W) x 9mm (H)
Qt logo  6mm (W) x 7mm (H)
Sticker Base White Matt
Corners  R1.0/1.0 round corners
Font type Arial (Body)
Color Black C=60 M=40 Y=40 K=100
Color White C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=0

XXXXXX-########

Examples

Examples for using Built with 
Qt logo to indicate qualified 
Qt Distribution License on 
this particular device. The 
logo can be placed on device 
packaging, cover or on the 
board itself depending on 
manufacturing preferences.
 
Samples for different types 
of stickers:
Bar code with machine 
readable serial number.
QR code with machine 
readable serial number or 
a link to a web site with 
product information
ID code with only the serial 
number.
 
Please consult your Qt 
account manager for further 
instructions on how to obtain 
and generate the serial 
numbers and if required, 
recommendation on where 
to acquire the stickers.

Bar code

Label size 65mm (W) x 21mm (H)
Qt logo  43mm (W) x 10mm (H)
QR code  20mm (W) x 20mm (H)
Sticker Base White Matt
Corners  R1.0/1.0 round corners
Font type Arial (Body)
Color Black C=60 M=40 Y=40 K=100
Color White C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=0

QR code

Label size 21mm (W) x 9mm (H)
Qt logo  20mm (W) x 5mm (H)
Sticker Base White Matt
Corners  R1.0/1.0 round corners
Font type Arial (Body)
Color Black C=60 M=40 Y=40 K=100
Color White C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=0

ID code

XXXXXX-########



Licensee may use “Built with Qt” logo to indicate that 
Application(s) was developed using the Licensed Software

3.4 Further Requirements 
www.qt.io/terms-conditions
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